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State Advisory Councils Webinar
January 23, 2013—3:00 – 4:30 p.m. (Eastern Time)
Agenda
Description
This webinar will discuss information found in a soon-to-be-released Administration for
Children and Families (ACF) status report that covers the progress made on the State Advisory
Council’s (SAC) legislatively required seven activities as well as the many different ways that
SACs have advanced their plans beyond the SAC grant requirements.
Welcome
•

Linda Smith, Deputy Assistant Secretary and Inter-Departmental Liaison for Early Childhood
Development, ACF

Overview of the Call and Background on the SACs
•

Ngozi Onunaku, Senior Policy Analyst, ACF

Texas State Presentation
•

Don Titcombe, Manager, Texas Early Learning Council

New York State Presentation
•
•

Bob Frawley, Deputy Director, New York State Council on Children and Families
Sherry Cleary, Executive Director, New York City Early Childhood Professional Development
Institute

Oregon State Presentation
•
•

Jada Rupley, Director, Oregon Early Learning Systems
Heidi McGowan, Consultant, Oregon Early Learning Council

Question-and-Answer Session
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Webinar Evaluation Summary
1. How will you use the information presented to meet your goals?
• We will review our progress and will share information about what other States have
done. Nice presentation. Thank you.
• Probably cannot use the information because we have much less money for State
investments than most other States. However, we are still doing a lot.
• Share the progress that State Advisory Councils (SAC) have made with other State-level
colleagues.
• Share with our ECC examples of other States’ activities.
• Share this information with PR ECCS Early Childhood Team members to work in
collaboration with PR SAC.
• I participated on the webinar in an information-gathering capacity.
• To better understand how other States have used their SAC grant.
• The information will continue to guide our activities under the grant.
• Try to inspire my colleagues.
• Already followed up with Don T. from Texas to obtain guest access to review BEECH
online training (family child care [FCC]) and requested a mentor manual. Delaware has
work to do to get FCC homes into the Stars program/quality rating and improvement
system. This seems to be a great way to make it happen. Don could not have been more
helpful (Nancy Widdoes).
2. How would you rate the clarity of the information presented?
• 54%—Good.
• 46%—Excellent.
3. How would you rate the ability of the content to fit your needs?
• Met my expectations—77%.
• Partially met my expectations—4%.
• Did not meet my expectations—8%.
• Exceeded my expectations—11%.

over

4. Please select an overall rating of the information provided.
• Good—52%.
• Average—4%.
• Excellent—44%.
5. What information will be most helpful to you?
• Reports of progress by other State grantees.
• More information about how a State arrived at its point of “success” and less
information about the finished products.
• What grantees’ feedback has focused on; if they have been involved; how the
information has been explained to them regarding various efforts; and how it affects
them, especially with respect to migrant and seasonal and American Indian/Alaska
Native grantees.
• The sharing of grant requirements and information-sharing among the States.
• Other States’ information.
• State and Federal clarification of regulations.
• Having access to the slides.
• Was gratifying and a little depressing to see that other States had difficulties integrating
their early childhood (EC) data systems.
• Overview of State accomplishments, innovations in State approaches beyond the
required mandates, states’ abilities to leverage funding for research and evaluation
activities, and public outreach efforts.
• Resources from all States.
• The on-track system (TOTS) via the creation of an interagency warehouse of EC data.
• Practical application ideas.
• Information about flexibility in spending and extensions.
• Broad representation within State structures and concrete successes shared.
• Texas provided specific initiatives and deliverables, a great Web site, and immediately
useful information to inform our work in Delaware.
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Summar y of the Questions and Comments*
Ben Allen—State of Vermont (ben.allen@state.vt.us)
• Can you comment on possible future Federal funding for State Advisory Councils (SAC) after
the Head Start dollars within the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) have run
out?
• Can we obtain a copy of the RCT study?
• I am impressed by the participation of the Head Start-State Collaboration Office Directors.
• Our SAC in Vermont is developing a proposal to a private funder.
• Will there be another round of the Race to the Top – Early Learning Challenge grants in the
near future? If yes, when?
• Can the Oregon presenters share with us who helped the State develop its kindergarten
readiness assessment? Who did they hire to validate it? We are working (in Vermont) to
improve our kindergarten readiness assessment.
Andrea Brinnel—Connecticut State Department (andrea.brinnel@ct.gov)
• Has there been any talk of additional funds for SACs to continue their work?
Terrie Fejarang—University of Guam CEDDERS (terrie.fejarang@guamcedders.org)
• Great webinar—it was very informative. Thank you so much.
Jana Fine—Florida Department of State, Bureau of Library Development
(jana.fine@dos.myflorida.com)
• To date, how are State agencies working with the public libraries involved with this?
Linda Goodman—Connecticut Department of Developmental Services – Part C
(linda.goodman@ct.gov)
• I know that our SAC coordinator knows this, but please remind us of the date by which the
ARRA funds must be obligated and the date by which those funds must be liquidated.
Timothy Owens—IMLS (towens@imls.gov)
• Are you aware of any library personnel representation on any of the SACs?
*Comments regarding requests for presentations were not included in this summary.
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Ackerman

Lynne
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PA Office Child Dvlp & lackerman@pa.gov
Early Learning
State of Vermont
ben.allen@state.vt.us

Andersen
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jeffrey.anderson@iowa.gov
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Address

City

333 Market Street, Harrisburg
6th Floor
103 South Main
Waterbury
Street, Building 2
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421 NW 13th Street Oklahoma City

State Zip Code Phone
PA

17126

717-346-4673

VT

05671

802-585-5777

OK

73103

4052786978

Iowa State Capitol,
Room 13
233 N Michigan,
Suite 200
325 W. State St.

Des Moines
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50319

5152425895

Chicago
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60615

312-353-2879

Boise
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2300 Capitol Ave.

Cheyenne
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82002

3077776101

Cultural Education
Center
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12230

518-486-2194
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RI
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DC

20010
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NY
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Rhode Island KIDS
COUNT
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lbarrett@rikidscount.org

NYS Council on
Children and Families
OCC/ ACF/ HHS

elizabeth.belsito@ccf.ny.gov

1250 Maryland Ave dc
SW
52 Washington St
Rensselaer

paula.smith@acf.hhs.gov

L'Enfant Promenade Washington

DC

20477

202-401-5616

lisa.billups@oel.myflorida.com

250 Marriott Drive

FL

32399

850-717-8592

tblair@tsl.state.tx.us

1201 Brazos Street Austin

TX

787112927
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kelli.bohanon@del.wa.gov

PO Box 40970

WA
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gloria.bonner@state.nm.us
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1907 Carpenter Ave Des Moines

NM
IA

87505
50314
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Zelda

Florida's Office of Early
Learning
Texas State Library
and Archives
Commission
WA State Dept of Early
Learning
NM Dept of Health
Polk County Health
Dept.
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804-726-7616
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Isabel

Virginia Tech

isbrad@vt.edu
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VA
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Guilford Child
Development
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Brizzi

Melanie

FSSA

melanie.brizzi@fssa.in.gov

Indianapolis

IN

46204

3172343313

Bryan

Anne

anne.bryan@dhhs.nc.gov

Raleigh

NC

27609

919-707-5169

Burchard

Agda

agda.burchard@acf.hhs.gov

2201 Sixth Ave

Seattle

WA

98121

206-615-2482

Bush-Joseph

Samuel

samuel.bush-joseph@ed.gov

20052

630-379-4596

Ann

MT

59601

4064444119

Butler

Adrienne

Oklahoma Department abutler@oltn.odl.state.ok.us
of Libraries

950 24th Street NW, Washington
Apt. 217
1400 East
Helena
Broadway
200 Northeast 18th Oklahoma City
Street

DC
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Early Childhood
Advisory Council
Office of Child Care,
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Department of Ed Intern
DPHHS
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Washington St
5105 Six Forks Rd.

OK

73105

405-522-3323

Children's Harbor
OCC - Region II
CA dept of social
services
ED
Duke
DHW

702 London Street
26 Federal Plaza
744 P Street, OB-8,
17th floor
400 Maryland Ave
2024 W. Main St.,
450 W. State Street

Portmouth
NY
Sacramento

VA
NY
CA

23704
10278
95814

757-397-2981
(212) 264-2890
9166572598

Washington
Durham
Boise

DC
NC
ID

22043
27705
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202/205-0266
919-668-3278
208.334-5699

VT

05495

8028765010

Cacace-Beshears Toni
Carlson
Barbara
Cervinka
Pete

abuss@mt.gov

toni@childrensharbor.cc
barbara.carlson@acf.hhs.gov
pete.cervinka@dss.ca.gov
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Clayton
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Christina
Larraine

katie.chase@ed.gov
dgreek@duke.edu
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Kim

Concannon
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Copp
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Cuesta

Guadalupe

DelConte
Dickson
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Tracie

Doolan

Terry

Dunn Tierney

Deirdre

Eclavea

Elaine

MA Department of
Early Education and
Care
Florida Head Start
Collaboration Office
National MSHS
Collaboration OfficeFHI 360
PA AAP ECELS
US Department of
Education, OSEP
Arizona Department of
Education
NH DHHS Maternal &
Child Health
University of Guam

Eldridge

Louise

ACF/OHS/RO1

louise.eldridge@acf.hhs.gov

Ellis

Dawn

Alabama Department
of Public Health

dawn.ellis@adph.state.al.us

Vermont State Advisory jcoffey@buildingbrightfutures.org
Council
Governor's Office
kim.collins@illinois.gov

600 Blair Park Blvd Williston

100 W. Randolph
St. Ste 16-100
william.concannon@massmail.state.ma.u 51 SLeeper Street
s

Chicago

IL

60601

312-814-3387

Boston

MA

02210

671-988-6614

lilli.copp@oel.myflorida.com

250 Marriott Drive

Tallahassee

GA

32399

850 717-8648

gcuesta@fhi360.org

1875 Connecticut
Ave. NW

Washington

DC

20009

202.884.8595

peddrbeth@aol.com
tracie.dickson@ed.gov

18 BayberryDr.
550 12th Street Sw

Broomall
Washington

PA
DC

19008
20202

6103253411
202-245-7844

terry.doolan@azed.gov

1535 W. Jefferson

Phoenix

AZ

85007

602-542-1137

deirdre.dunn@dhhs.state.nh.us

29 Hazen Drive

Concord

NH

03110

603-271-4540

elaine.eclavea@guamcedders.org

elaine.eclavea@gua Mangilao
mcedders.org
jfk Federal Bldg,
Boston
room 2000
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Suite 1350

GU
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MA
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AL

36104

334.206.2965
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Erickson

Holly

holly.erickson@nebraska.gov

301 Centennial Mall Lincoln
S, 6th Floor

NE

68509

402-471-8204

Faris

Naphtali

Department of
Education - Early
Childhood; ECICC
Missouri State Library

naphtali.faris@sos.mo.gov

600 W. Main St.

Jefferson City

MO

65101

573-522-9564

Fejarang
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UOG Station

Mangilao

GU

96923

671-735-2489

Fine

Jana

500 S. Bronough St. Tallahassee

FL

32399

850-245-6629

Fisher-Dahms

Cecelia

Univ of Guam
terrie.fejarang@guamcedders.org
CEDDERS
Fla. Dept. of State,
jana.fine@dos.myflorida.com
Bureau of Library
Development
CA Dept. of Education cfisherd@cde.ca.gov

Sacramento

CA

95814

916 324-9739

fountain hanna

monique

dhhs/hrsa.mchb

philadelphia

PA

19106

215-861-4393

Frankenberry

Gretchen

Early Childhood
gretchen.d.frankenberry@wv.gov
Advisory Council of WV

1430 N St., Suite
3410
150 south
independence mall
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1900 Kanawha
Blvd., East

Charleston

WV

25305

304-558-2440

Gallagher

Carmen

DE

19901

302-735-4295

Garcia
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Delaware Department
of Education
HHS/ACF/OCC

robert.garcia@acf.hhs.gov

CA

94103

(415) 437-8439

Geldmaker
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Virginia Depart Health

bethany.geldmaker@vdh.virginia.gov

VA

23219

804-864-7687

Glazer

Kathy

VECF

kathy@vecf.org

Godfrey

Angie

Office of Head Start

angie.godfrey@acf.hhs.gov

Gonzales

Richard

ACF

richard.gonzales@acf.hhs.gov

Goodman

Linda

Gordon

Dwain

CT Dept. of
linda.goodman@ct.gov
Developmental
Services - Part C
Arkansas State Library dwain@library.arkansas.gov

Gracy

Janine

University of Kansas

janinegracy@ku.edu

Graham
Green
Greene

Dawn
Dena
Cynthia

grahamd@ohio.edu
dgreen@hrsa.gov
cynthia.greene@state.vt.us

Grevstad
Groginsky

Lorrie
Elizabeth

Haley

Tricia

Ohio University
HHS/Hrsa/MCHB
VT State Child
Development Division
HRSA- REGION X
Early Childhood Data
Collaborative
ACF/OCC

mfountain@hrsa.gov

cgallagher@doe.k12.de.us

lgrevstad@hrsa.gov
egroginsky@childtrends.org
patricia.haley@acf.hhs.gov

City

401 Federal Street, Dover
Suite 2
90 Seventh Street, San Francisco
9th Floor
109 Governor Street Richmond

State Zip Code Phone

8001 Franklin
Farms Drive
1250 Maryland Ave
SW
901 D Street, SW,
6th Floor West
460 Capitol Ave.

Richmond

VA

23229

804 358 8323

Washington

DC

20024

202-205-5811

Washington

DC

20447

202-401-5138

Hartford

CT

06106

860-418-6147

900 West Capitol
Avenue, Suite 100
1122 W Campus
Rd. #319
349 Grosvenor
5600 Fishers Lane
103 South Main
Street - 2 North
2201 6th Ave
4300 Connecdticut

Little Rock

AR

72201

501-682-2863

Lawrence

KS

66045

913-579-6364

Athens
Rockville
Waterbury

OH
MD
VT

45701
20857
05671

740-593-2212
301 443-9768
802-769-6162

Seattle
Washington

WA
DC

98121
20008

206-615-3891
202-572-6117

Washington

DC

20001

202.401.5098

370 L'Enfant
Promenade SW
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Hamilton

Barbara

HRSA

bhamilton@hrsa.gov

Rockville

MD

20857

301-443-8939

Hampton
Hansen

Patsy
Debora

WestEd
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Sacramento
Helena

CA
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406 444-1400
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Teresa
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Harrisonburg

VA

22807
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Hawkins
Hayling-Williams

Karen
Charlayne

James Madison
University
OSD DOD
DC Mayor's Office

5600 Fishers lane ;
10-86
1000 G Street
111 North Jackson;
5th floor
MSC 6909

karen.hawkins@osd.mil
charlayne.hayling-williams@dc.gov

Alexandria
Washington

VA
DC

22311
20001

804-922-2250
2027275050

Henry

James

OCC

james.henry@acf.hhs.gove

Washington

DC

20447

202-401-1484

Heppel
Hewitt

David
Debbie

MCHB
dheppel@hrsa.gov
Minnesota Department debbie.hewitt@state.mn.us
of Education

Clarksville
Roseville

MD
MN

20857
55113

3014432250
651-582-8476

Heying

Karen

OHS

DC

20024

202-449-8151

Hirsh

Eleanor

State Advisory Council ellie.hirsh@gmail.com

VI

00820

340-643-0707

Holubeck

Kelli

IA

52401

3193985372

Liz

317 7th Ave. SE
Suite 401
10A75 CEC

Cedar Rapids

Hood

Albany

NY

12230

518-486-4837

Hume

Jan

The United Way of
kholubeck@uweci.org
East Central Iowa
NYS Education
lhood@mail.nysed.gov
Department Office of
Cultural Education
AL Department of
jan.hume@dca.alabama.gov
Children's Affairs OSR

PO Box 302755

Montgomery

AL

36832

334-353-2715

Hutchens-Gueth

Cindy

30303

404 651-7551

Diane

diane.hutchins@sos.wa.gov

2 Peachtree St. NW Atlanta
Suite 11-282
PO Box 42460
Olympia

GA

Hutchins

WA

Janet
bill

jdwyer@library.ohio.gov
isler@fredrogers.org

274 E. First Ave.
4802 fifth ave.

Columbus
pittsburgh

OH
PA

985042460
43201
15213

360-704-7137

Ingraham Dwyer
Isler

Georgia Department of
Public Health
Washington State
Library
State Library of Ohio
The Fred Rogers
Company/Pa. Gov.
Early Learning council

614-644-6910
412-605-3100

James

Yalandajames

HHS/ACF/OCC/ROV

yalanda.james@acf.hhs.gov

Chicago

IL

60601

3123530227

Jensen

Caitlin

Montana DPHHS

cjensen@mt.gov

Helena

MT

59601

4064440589

JONES

GWENDOLYN

gwendolyn.jones@acf.hhs.gov

DALLAS

TX

75086

214-767-3849

Keire

Anne

HHS/ACF/Office of
Child Care
ACF/Office of Child
Care

233 N. Michigan
Ave. Suite 400
111 N Jackson
Street
1301 YOUNG
STREET
999 18th Street, 4th
Floor

Denver

CO

80525

303-844-7242

karen.heying@acf.hhs.gov

cbhutchens-gueth@dhr.state.ga.us

anne.keire@acf.hhs.gov

Mark Center
1350 Pennsylvania
Ave, NW
370 L'Enfant
Promenade, SW
5600 Fishers Lane
1500 Highway 36
West

1250 Maryland Ave Washington
SW, 8th Floor
9174 Rosegate
Christiansted
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Keiser

Kim

Turrell Fund

keiserkim@gmail.com

Knoll-Moran
Kramer

Karen
Kathryn

karen.knollmoran@acf.hhs.gov
kathy.kramer@hhsc.state.tx.us

Kuhns
Lammle

Carol
Betty

ACF OCC
Texas Health and
Human Services
Commission
ACF/Head Start
ACF/OCC/R7

96 Nelson Farm
Moretown
Road
999 18th Street
Denver
1106 Clayton Lane, Austin
Suite 225

Laning

Pamela

pam.laning@dca.alabama.gov

Lawson

Aleta

Head Start
mCollaboration
Director
VA HSSCO - VDSS

Leatherman
Leonhart

Alicia
Linda

Lesmann

Mike

Libutti

State Zip Code Phone
VT

05660

802-496-4844

CO
TX

80020
78723

303-844-1164
512-420-2853

601 E 12th Street
601 E 12th St Rm
349
135 South Union
Street

Kansas City
Kansas City

MO
MO

64106
64106

816-426-2284
816-426-2264

Montgomery

AL

36130

334-353-2712

aleta.lawson@dss.virginia.gov

801 E. Main Street

Richmond

VA

804-726-7468

alicia.leatherman@jfs.ohio.gov
linda.leonhart@dpi.wi.gov

50 w town street
125 S Webster

columbus
Madison

OH
WI

614-752-0435
608-261-2137

mike.lesmann@alaska.gov

P.O. Box 110001

Juneau

AK

99811

907-465-3933

Sue

ODJFS
WI Dept of Public
Instruction
State of Alaska/Office
of Governor Parnell
Project LAUNCH

232192901
43215
53707

slibutti@lifespan.org

02915

401-793-8220

Limsi

Karen

BLH

karen.limsi@acf.hhs.gov

20850

240-399-8729

Mahoney

Allison

Prevent Child Abuse
North Dakota

allisonm@pcand.org

Bradley Hospital,
East Providence, RI
1011 Veterans
Memorial Pkwy,
1803 Research
Rocvkille
MD
Blvd.
428 East Broadway Bismarck
ND
Ave Suite 70

58501

701-223-9052

Martin

Mary

CDPHE

maryw.martin@state.co.us

Masset-Martz

Cheryle

cmasset@nd.gov

McPherson

Sharon

ND Dept of Health ECCS director
GA DECAL

Milliken
Moore

Laura
Calvin

Morella

Laura

Murphy

Colleen

Nagle

Geoffrey

NGUYEN

PHUONGLAN

Spark NH
ACF - Office of Child
Care
Communications
Management Center
Utah Department of
Health
Tulane Institute of
Infant and Early
Childhood Mental
Health
National Conference of
State Legislatures

carol.kuhns@acf.hhs.gov
betty.lammle@acf.hhs.gov

City

sharon.mcpherson@decal.ga.gov
lmilliken@sparknh.org
calvin.moore@acf.hhs.gov
lmorella@blhtech.com
cmurphy@utah.gov
gnagle@tulane.edu

phuonglan.nguyen@ncsl.org

4300 Cherry Creek
Drive South
600 E Boulevard
Ave., Dept 301
2 MLK Jr Drive,
Suite 670 East
Two Delta Drive
901 D Street

Denver

CO

80246

303-692-2321

Bismarck

ND

58502

701-328-2790

Atlanta

GA

30334

4046517198

Concord
Washington

NH
DC

03301
30447

603-226-7900
2024015308

1803 Research
Rockville
Blvd.
44 N. Mario
Salt Lake City
Capechhi
1440 Canal St., TB- New Orleans
52

MD

20850

2403998722

UT

84114

801-883-4679

LA

70112

5049888241

7700 East First
Place

CO

80230

303-856-1582

Denver
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Noski

Paul

OCC

paul.noski@yahoo.com

WA

98121

2066152609

Orth

MIchael

mmo6@westchestergov.com
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Note: The first 5 minutes of Linda Smith’s introduction were not recorded due to technical issues.

Linda Smith: … a lot more funding in the field. We also weren’t sure what we were buying for the
money that we already had and he wanted to put into place a mechanism that would get the States
working together to better coordinate existing funds so we would know where we needed to go in the
future with funding and how we could begin to close the gap. So really it’s one of his early visions, and
as we all know the Early Care and Education Act didn’t pass, but in the years that followed that—and
Roberto Rodríguez, who is now in the White House Domestic Policy Council, was also very committed
to those State Advisory Councils still working for Senator Kennedy and they worked to get them
authorized in the Head Start Reauthorization Act.
So it’s kind of the history of how they came to be, and I think sometimes we sort of focus on well,
they’re in the Head Start Reauthorization Act, they’re more about Head Start than anything. In
actuality they were originally conceived to be a much broader comprehensive rule that could really
take on some of the issues in the State and begin to think about how we raise the funding and how we
are smarter about the use of Federal resources. So what we’re hoping to do today is go through some
of what’s happened over the last year since the Councils were put into place and then the funding
went out with the ARRA funds. So with that, I want to just say that we have many States that have
given us input and lots of things are going on with these Councils, and I felt like we had a real need to
let people know what was going on with the Councils and the successes that they’ve had.
On the call today we’re going to have three States present on what has been going in their State:
Texas, New York and Oregon, but we know that there are many other Councils out there who are doing
marvelous things and really just the types of activities that were originally envisioned when Senator
Kennedy had that first thought about that Bill. So what we are going to be doing here real soon is
issuing a report on the activities of the State Advisory Councils to sort of promote and let people know
what’s going on with this initiative since the funding went out.
Many of the things have been just very targeted at exactly the types of things that we wanted to see
happen with them; with data collection, with professional development, with a host of activities that
really lead us to the kinds of coordination we wanted to see in the States. So I think what I want to do
before we go on to finally remind everyone, we do know that the ARRA funding is running out soon, I
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want to put a special plug in every time I talk to anyone about State Advisory Councils. I want to urge
you to make sure that you are executing your funds as need be, because we are getting to the end of
the grant period and we do need to make sure that these funds get executed. And we are not at a
place where we think we should be yet with that, with it being at about 40 percent execution right
now. We’ve got a ways to go. We know that there are processes to getting these things in, but at the
end of the day the execution is going to be very important to any continuation of work on State
Advisory Councils. And with that said, I just want to remind people that there is a 70 percent State
match so we want to acknowledge all that the States have put in to the State Advisory Councils to
make them happen.
Certainly the ARRA funding was the seed money to get it going, but at the end of the day it’s the State
money that will keep it going, and the State’s interest and energy around this kind of coordinating
work that will keep it going. So I want to encourage everyone on this hall to continue to think about
this, help us think about it, and how lessons learned, how we can help other States, and as we move
forward what are the opportunities to move State Advisory Councils to yet another level. So with that
being said, I’m going to turn it over to Ngozi who is going to go through the overview of what we have.
As she will tell you, we will be issuing a report very soon. And she’s going to go over some of what
we’ve learned and then you can expect to see that report very soon. So Ngozi, you want to take it
away?
Ngozi Onunaku: Absolutely! Thanks Linda! So I’d like to start just by going over some of the
background as well on the Councils and then saying just a little bit about some of the trends that we’re
starting to see that you’ll get more detail on once the report is issued. So just to start, I mean, at this
point most of you or all of you know the authority by which the Councils were passed through the
Head Start Act, as Linda pointed out. These were one-time funds of $100 million. And there were three
overarching goals: one being to ensure statewide collaboration and coordination among early
childhood programs and services; also improving quality through early childhood systems; and
improving service integration for children and families. And Linda pointed out there is a 70 percent
match that was required by States, and I just wanted to show you what that match looked like.
States used different sources of funds that could count as match, and what you see here are the
different types of match that States used. So if you look at the largest pie, that’s State funds for
preschool and preK programs, so you can see 27 percent of States use that as their 70 percent match.
More importantly, if you look at some of the other slices on the pie you’ll see that there are
combinations that States use. So you’ll see, for instance, State revenue plus private grants, or State
revenue plus in-kind donations. So States were quite flexible in the way that they combined their
sources of match. So we want you to keep that in mind as we think about some of the next steps with
the Councils once the Federal funds have run out.
On this slide or at least the information on this slide is something that you’re familiar with. So these are
the lists of Required SAC members on the councils. The red ones are representatives that all Councils
should have. And then in the bottom you see that they’re coded in blue, and that’s just because that
there is an OR. So you’ll notice that the States could choose to have a Part C Representative or a Part B,
619 Representative. And likewise, with health and mental health States could choose. On the next slide
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what you see is sort of a breakout of how States chose to go about the Part C, Part B, 619
Representation on the SAC. So the pie on the far left is Part C, so we see that 48 Councils, or 98
percent, have a Part C Representative. The pie in the middle is the Part B, 619 Representation, so you’ll
see that 36 Councils, or 73 percent, have a Part B, 619 Representative. And then finally the last pie on
the right shows which Councils have both. So you’ll see that there are 35 Councils that have both, or 71
percent.
The next chart or the next slide shows the mental health and health representation. So on the left
you’ll see that 25 Councils, or 51 percent, have mental health representation. The middle pie shows
the 41 Councils, or the 84 percent, that have health representation. And then you’ll see the pie on the
right that shows which Councils decided to combine and have both, and that’s 20 Councils, or
41percent.
This next slide here shows the different types of government that’s represented on the Councils, so
these are not required by law but some Councils chose to include these representatives. So you’ll see
that for the Governor’s Office there are 28 Councils that do have someone from the Governor’s Office
sitting on the Councils. But in terms of State Legislative Representatives, there are 20 Councils that
have this type of representation. And then local government, 14; and in terms of the Judicial
Representative, 8. I do also want you to keep in mind that these are fluid numbers. Sometimes they’re
changing, because they’re sometimes new Council members and there are various types of changes
that happen with each State. So this is kind of captured at a point in time. Okay.
On this next slide, this is just the last piece on the types of membership found in the SAC, and again,
these are not required by law. But what we noticed was that there were a lot of representations from
business, so 65 percent is Business Representatives; 64 percent of Foundation Representatives; 57
percent of Governor Representatives; a lot of Parent representation, 55 percent; and in terms of Tribal
and Migrant Representatives, 20 percent each. And then with military child care, we saw 27 percent of
Councils having this type of representation. I just wanted to say a little about the committee formation.
So we did a scan of which Councils have what types of committee, and we noticed that there were 22
Councils, so almost half, that had some kind of a PD or workforce; either committee, subcommittee, or
a subgroup working.
We also noticed that a lot of Councils had a data committee or data workgroup, and we also noticed
that there were—other groups that stood out were public will/outreach and communications, family
support and home visitation, both of those groups at 27 percent. We also noticed that there were a
number of Councils that focused on finance and economic development and sustainability and thinking
about how to continue the work of the Council or to support early care and education initiatives in the
State, so this is even outside of the State Advisory Councils. Also a lot of attention on quality and QRIS;
and then finally health and mental health. So these are the ones that really stuck out for us; I’m sure
there are others. It’s actually important to just share with you some of the challenges and
opportunities we saw or we learned from Councils in the very beginning.
As you all know, in 2010 there were a number of gubernatorial transitions, so that change was pretty
important in terms of the way that the Councils were able to move. So many Councils chose to wait for
the new Governor to come on board and others decided to file ahead. But that was a transition that
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impacted the movement of the Councils. Likewise, State legislative budget authority was another
important factor. Sometimes Councils had to wait for the State legislative session to conclude before
they had the authority to spend funds. Because these were ARRA funds, sometimes States had
additional State requirements that they had to follow before they could spend ARRA funds as well.
There were also some State procurement procedures that Councils had to adhere to. So in terms of
executing the contracts, there were many other steps that Councils had to follow through with. The
fifth bullet shows the State Approval to Hire Staff. Sometimes there were hiring freezes and so that
challenged Councils at times. Restructuring of Government and the State Advisory Councils is related
to the first bullet in that sometimes when new Governors came on, they’ve chosen to restructure the
Council and so that impacted the speed at which Councils could get started, or sometimes it meant
that there were new members, or that the context or the scope of the work that the Council was doing
had to change.
Another important thing is stakeholder engagement. Very wisely so, many Councils thought that it
would be important to engage stakeholders in the work that they’re doing to make sure that they were
thinking really comprehensively about the way that they’re doing their work. And then finally, there
were some lessons learned that emerged in terms of technology challenges that came about in the
data systems development, and you’ll learn a lot more about that when the report comes out, but this
notion of just being able to create a data system from scratch was not as easy as many States originally
imagined that it would be, so those technology challenges were pretty important.
So what I wanted to do now is just kind of brainstorm very quickly, go through the seven requirements
that all States and territories are required to do work on regarding the SAC grant, and I just wanted to
just kind of highlight some of the trends that we’ve seen in each of those required activities. So the
first Legislative Requirement was conducting a periodic statewide needs assessment on the quality and
availability of care, high-quality care. So we saw a lot of States, as you would imagine, collecting data
and really describing the number of children birth to five and their families who are eligible for early
childhood services. Many States also did a geographic or community assessment to get a sense of
which high-needs populations are in need of services according to the geographical areas. So some
States or a few States might have used geomapping or like the Early Development Instrument, the EDI,
to determine communities with greatest needs. The third bullet points out to the prevalence of risk
factors. So some Councils examine how other risk factors, such as poverty or homelessness or
unemployment, and how that impacted young children in their needs assessment.
And finally here, another trend that we saw with the need assessment is that some States gathered
information from parents or the early childhood education workforce to get a sense of what the gaps
are and what the strengths are.
Okay, let’s move on to the second requirement. So that’s identifying opportunities for, and barriers to,
collaboration and coordination amongst Federal-funded and State-funded early childhood programs
and services. So what we saw is that there are a lot of advisory group combinations, so States tried to
combine as much as possible other kinds of advisory groups. So you might see a SAC that combined
itself with ECCS, the Early Childhood Comprehensive Grant, or they might have started with the Home
Visiting Advisory Group or with the ICC.
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So as a trend we also noticed that there were some Councils that did local collaboration models and
other States that set this public and stakeholder engagement. In the interest of time I’m going to try
and breeze through these a little bit faster so that we can get to the States who we’re actually going to
talk about their work. So I’m going to go ahead and move forward, but these are the trends, and this
presentation and the webinar will be posted, and what we’ll do is e-mail you all with the link of where
it will be.
Okay, so the third requirement has to do with developing recommendations for increasing the
participation of children in care. And what we saw was that States have performed some levels of
research to figure out how this kind of increasing participation could occur. Many did innovative
grants; some decided to expand home visiting with the SAC’s funds; some have worked actively on
developing legislations, working with their State legislature, working with their Governor; and some
have actually formed committees on increasing the participation of children in care.
Requirement 4 is developing recommendations for establishing a unified data collection system. So
what we saw here is that a lot of States used expertise from key stakeholders through data summits,
roundtables, advisory groups to explore developing common data elements and data sharing methods
and procedures. We also found that a lot of States were doing data mapping and gap analysis to find
out what pockets of early childhood data existed and what is missing. Many worked on developing
unique identifiers for the improvement of policies. Many did some work around data sharing. We know
this work is complex so to navigate data sharing rules. For instance, some States may have developed a
data sharing prototype to serve as a roadmap and some States have done a data sharing pilot to get a
sense of where are things now and what can they learn from in terms of actually fully implementing
data sharing, because of the complexity of the topic.
The fifth bullet here is design questions development. So many States use their energy to think about
what kinds of data [we would] like to find and design questions that would help them to get there. And
finally, we are learning that there are a number of States that are trying to link their Head Start and
Early Head Start data to their P–20 Systems. For the fifth requirement, developing the
recommendations for creating or enhancing statewide PD system and career ladder, we saw a lot of
States creating opportunities for scholarships for early care and education professionals. Many
devoted their energy to Developing Core Knowledge and Competencies Framework. Some developed
career lattices; others have put a lot of work into developing a professional development registry or
enhancing what they already have. Some developed resources for trainers. Some SACs actually thought
about which trainings they needed to have and created a series of topical trainings for professionals
that are listed below.
And then finally, we see that there are many SACs that tried to align their early childhood professional
development plans with other sectors in the States; health being an example of that. This next slide
here is the sixth requirement and that’s around developing recommendations for assessing the
capacity and effectiveness of 2- and 4-year institutes of higher ed. So here we see that States were
trying to get a sense of, well, what capacity does higher ed have in terms of supporting early care and
education providers? They also aligned their coursework to State early learning systems, so trying to
make sure that both the coursework that’s available in these institutes of higher ed aligns to what we
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know that providers ought to be able to do, note and do in terms of the early learning systems. Many
States invested in innovation and many States established agreements with higher ed so that, for
instance, when a provider moves from one university to the other they don’t lose credit.
Finally, the last requirement here looks at recommendations for improvement in State early learning
standards. And so here we see that many States worked on beefing up their infant and toddler
standards, if they didn’t have them already; many focused on cultural linguistic considerations. Some
States created early learning standards and kind of built that out a little bit more so that it impacted
the kind of education that early care and education professionals were receiving. So aligning the
standards with the kind of education provided to providers.
The fourth bullet points out that there are States that align their early learning standards across their
programs, so not just in child care or in other sectors, but across all the various early learning
programs. The fifth bullet here is early learning standards for parent and community engagement.
Really making sure that the standards were not just for providers, but it’s something that parents and
the community could also understand and use. And then finally, developing standards so that it
includes first through third grade. One other point here is that many Councils advance their systems
beyond their SAC requirements.
So here you see examples of work that’s been done over and beyond what’s required in SAC work. So
kindergarten entry assessment development is one area; really beefing up their QRIS; work on health
and mental health; as well as parent and family engagement. So the next few slides that I’ll go over
have to do with leveraging knowledge and funding and initiatives. So what we found that the Councils
have been able to do is to really leverage different sectors, the different kinds of early childhood
education programs. So they’ve done this with Child Care, Head Start, ECCS, the Home Visiting
Program, Race to the Top – Early Learning Challenge, the Strengthening Families Model, the ICC, and
Project Launch through SAMHSA. So we raise this because we think that this is an important model as
Councils think about furthering and advancing their work. So here are just some examples of how the
SACs leveraged ECCS. And I won’t go through all of them, but the first point here you’ll see that many
ECCS members led the writing and the submission of the SAC application.
You’ll also see that ECCS provided staff support to the State Advisory Councils. Many of them worked
together to align their work to avoid duplications, and in some cases the SAC is responsible for
implementing the ECCS plans. We see the same kind of leveraging going on with the SAC and home
visiting. So we’ve learned that some States have aligned their priorities in order to avoid duplications.
They tend to use each other as a sounding board and they’ve also consulted each other on data
systems developments.
And finally, we see that there’s some work being done to build early childhood system capacity at the
community level. By the way, I just want to talk about leveraging that we saw between the Council and
the Race to the Top – Early Learning Challenge. So in every case of the 37 States that applied to Race to
the Top – Early Learning Challenge, they all looked to their SAC plans to help them inform the
development of the applications. And we also learned that the development of the applications help
States to go back and reflect and refine their Council work. So I’m just going to end there and just,
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again, remind folks that we will send out the link so that everyone knows where to find the
presentation. And then I’m going to go ahead and hand it over to Don Titcombe from Texas.
Don Titcombe: Hello! Can you hear me?
Yes.
Don Titcombe: Okay. Now I’m going to try and attempt to show my screen. Do you see that?
Yeah.
Yeah.
Don Titcombe: Okay. Well, my name is Don Titcombe. I’m the Manager of the Texas Early Learning
Council. I’m very honored to be invited to speak on this webinar and I’m excited to share with you a lot
of the accomplishments that the Council has achieved over the last 2 years. Ngozi asked me to speak a
lot about sustainability. I’m going to try to interweave that when talking about some of our
accomplishments. Just so you know, I’m not going to go over every single thing that we’ve done, I’m
sure you guys are all familiar with the work because I think many of the States’ works overlap a lot. I’m
going to try and hit some key things that I think that are unique to Texas or that we’re particularly
proud of and go from there.
So our Council is chaired by LaShonda Brown. She’s the Head Start Collaboration Office Director for our
State. It was previously chaired by John Gasko, Dr. John Gasko, who is the Director of State Initiatives
for the Children’s Learning Institute. And I particularly wanted to put them on here in the beginning
just to point out how important it was, I think, for the Texas Early Learning Council to have their
leadership early on in the development of the application and then throughout this process. I’ve had
the luxury of being a manager and working actually in the same office side by side with both of them,
and I think that that’s really given us the ability to make things happen fast, to be able to be in contact
with the Chair, to make decisions, and to have that extra piece of leadership and vision has been very
helpful. So for what it’s worth, I think that those two are really responsible for where we are today.
The SAC grant itself gave Texas the opportunity to really plug some holes in the State’s early childhood
system or patchwork for early childhood that I don’t think that we’d be able to do otherwise in the
amount of time given and with the lack of resources that we have in the State for these types of things.
What you see on the screen there is our full strategy chart and our work is broken into four areas; Data
and Quality Rating and Improvement System is one area. Then we have Collaborations and Standards,
Parental Outreach and Communication, and Workforce and Professional Development. And within all
of those we’ve done at least three or four major initiatives or what’s added up to large initiatives. And
like I said, the SAC grant gave Texas the opportunity to come in and very tactfully sort of take those
funds and use them appropriately in a fast way so we can really get some impact and so we’re really
grateful for that.
I’m going to talk about—I want to go through initiatives in each of the areas, the priority areas that we
have and talk about highlights and sustainability, and then if you have questions later on at the end of
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everybody’s presentation, I think I can take them then. Starting with Data and Quality Rating and
Improvement Systems, and the name itself I think it’s clear what we’re working on; one was the
Interagency Early Childhood Data Warehouse that we were calling TOTS, which stood for the Texas OnTrack System. Like Ngozi said, a lot of States had the vision of actually building one; we were one of
those. And we ran into some problems.
Oddly enough, the problems were not necessarily the technological feasibility of it. That was actually
rather something we felt we had a good handle on. The thing that was the stumbling block was
governance, and the agencies coming together for agreements on how data would be shared and who
would actually host it. And it’s not that those were impossible tasks, it’s that without direction from
the legislature, there was differing opinions on how that should go, and so naturally many of the
agencies were sheepish about committing without legislative direction. So we switched directions and
decided to change that to a series of recommendations. We did our recommendations in the domains
of technology and specifically governance, because we believe that was the big stumbling block. And I
think we also advanced the concept of data in the State a lot by doing our statewide data conference.
We brought together key stakeholders in early childhood that previously thought that data is a good
idea, but hadn’t really had this vision in their mind that we could have this interagency system that
could be used by multiple stakeholders. We have an indepth, about 300-page strategic plan that
should the legislature say that they want this, we have the step-by-step process on how to get there.
We actually have joint requirements for the actual build of the system, so move the ball forward
significantly. And just so you know, in changing directions we asked the Federal Government for
permission to repurpose these funds, and some of the stuff I’ll talk about today we used for that. Like I
said, we got the strategic plan out of that and we also had the recommendations.
The recommendations were sent statewide to major stakeholders, to legislators, and obviously to the
Governor’s Office, and we hope that maybe there will be a movement in the legislature this year and
something will come out of it. With Quality Rating and Improvement Systems, Texas has a Quality
Rating and Improvement System. It’s single sector, it’s limited to child care, and it’s limited to
subsidized child care. We’ve been working for the last year on trying to chart the course to make that a
more of a multisector system and to sort of update what we’ve learned about quality over the last 10
years and incorporate that. We’ve done a lot of work on this project; namely that paper you see there,
“Where Do We Go From Here,” sort of sets the stage and does an assessment or maybe a diagnostics
of where we are in the State with quality improvement and what it would take to get to a full-fledged
Quality Rating and Improvement System.
We brought in highly qualified consultants that worked with us on charting the next steps, and to do
that we brought together successive groups of stakeholders and put out successive versions of that
strategic plan. And now, much like the data system, we have a pretty clear blueprint to follow. The
next steps for the Council with regards to the Quality Rating and Improvement System are to bring that
Subcommittee together to really figure out the depths and the breadths of the recommendations that
we’d like to make the State better, are we going to make high-level recommendations with respect to
governance and who should be in charge? Are we going to go down and actually recommend what the
quality peers are as a block system and stuff like that? And that’s on the agenda for next month to get
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together with that Subcommittee. In terms of sustainability with both TOTS and the Quality Rating and
Improvement System, obviously, [there are no] tangible items there to sustain right now.
So what we’re really talking about is sustaining the—sustaining the momentum of working towards
those things. There are some signals that we’ve created some lasting—some lasting hope that they can
get done. For instance, multiple bills have been filed in the legislature, our session just began, one sort
of does relate to QRIS. And recently we’ve had some testimony in the State of Texas regarding how
schools are funded and early childhood data and, to be clear, the lack of data collection came up,
which shows sort of like a need. So hopefully there will be some recognition of the Council’s work on
this and somebody will pick it up.
For our Public Outreach and Communication section, we did a needs assessment, like every State is
required to do. Our main needs assessment was a gap analysis where we looked at demographic data
and we looked at supply side data, what slots we had to meet the needs of the demographics data we
have, and we merged those two together and discussed the gaps and where we need to go, not just
today, but in 5 years, and then into 2040, with some of the projections. I would like to highlight that as
well, but given the time that we have I want to talk about what makes Texas unique with this regard.
We overbudgeted, not intentionally, but it came that way that we had some money saved from our
needs assessment. And so to the Council’s credit, they really jumped on exciting new things. I’m sure
many of you on the call have interacted with, but at the UCLA Center they used the EDI to do
community planning around early childhood, in partnership with United Way Worldwide. And we went
to a presentation from UCLA, I think that the Administration for Children and Families put on, and Dr.
Gasko, who was Chair at the time, immediately fell in love with the idea. I was interested in it as well.
We brought it back to the Council and brought them in. And essentially we used some of our funds to
do a competitive grant to cities in Texas to compete to collect EDI data, Early Development Instrument
data, bring together stakeholder groups locally, so sort of like local Early Childhood Councils, and use
that data to make a plan and think about how they’re going to invest their local funds, like United Way
Funds. What we have here called Workforce Dollars, which is a lot of the money that we use for child
care subsidies and early childhood quality improvement. So we wound up funding for communities.
What you see on the screen is sort of an example of the data that they got. I don’t have the talent or
the time to explain the complexity of what you’re seeing, but basically those are printouts of different
locations across Texas; you have Brownsville, San Antonio, El Paso, and it’s their demographic data
overlaid with their early childhood domain needs and deficits. So [there are] pie charts that look like
little Trivial Pursuit pies are sort of the frequency of different deficits and domains that we see in young
children in those areas. So something like this gives those local communities a really good, dense
snapshot of what’s going on with children, what are the specific needs that they have in early
childhood, and give them a tool and framework to work through to actually try out interventions and
then look into the future to see if those interventions have made an impact on these local
neighborhoods.
When you talk about sustainability, we’re thrilled to learn that the Health and Human Services
Department here in Texas took a lot of their home visitation funds, because we have 11 communities
that receive home visitation funds in the State, and will be using the EDI and this model to evaluate the
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effectiveness of those grants as well. So Texas now I believe leads the United States with the amount
of these EDI sites and we’re really excited and proud that we were part of pushing this model of data
collection and community planning forward with the early childhood funds.
Another thing that I’m particularly excited about, that’s been a wonderful experience for me, is we
used our Texas Early Learning Council funds to create New Infant and Toddler Early Learning Guidelines
for the State of Texas. I should say New Infant and Toddler and 3-year-old Early Learning Guidelines for
the State of Texas. As you may or may not know, we currently have preK guidelines and so now, like I
said before, this would give us the opportunity to fill some gaps. This is one of the huge gaps in service
that these funds have allowed us to do. And our methodology for doing that was to bring together a
bunch of stakeholders. We partnered with ZERO TO THREE; it helped us sort of vision how we should
go about the process. And then we went through a very intense year-and-a-half-long process where we
had academics from Children’s Learning Institute and the stakeholders sort of interim process of
passing the guidelines back and forth and improving them and making sure that they held to the vision
of the stakeholders and then the Council itself approved them. We were able to do them in Spanish
too with the funds from this grant. And the guidelines themselves have been a huge point of
connectivity for the Council.
I won’t go through every one of these arrows, but essentially they play a critical role in early childhood;
I’m sure many on the phone can understand why, but one of the things is those bring sort of the early
childhood education field and the physical health field to the pediatricians there together. We were
able to do a partnership; they’re going to endorse these. We’re going to pair up with Reach Out and
Read Texas and distribute them through the pediatricians’ network, so we’re very excited about that.
These guidelines are often trying to fund or fuel our public awareness campaigns, which is a
multimedia, television, radio, online campaign about best practices for raising young children, how to
find a good quality child care center, when is it appropriate or how you should be prepared for going
about screening for disabilities. The messages in the Infant and Toddler Early Learning Guidelines are
going to fuel that campaign.
Furthermore, we partnered with the Texas Literacy Initiative, which is the Striving Readers Fund and
the Early Learning Guidelines and the stuff that goes along with it, are going to fuel a lot of the ZERO
TO THREE interventions for that grant across the State of Texas, so we’re super excited about it. We
hope to have them published and out by mid-February. Another thing that makes Texas very unique,
which is under the Collaborations and Standards banner, is our work on family child care or homebased child care, and particularly our work related to what we call BEECH, which stands for Beginning
Education: Early Child Care at Home, which is a study and an online project and a mentoring project.
The Council recognized the amount of family care in the State of Texas, the history of family care, with
it being some of the most isolated providers from training and quality improvement and some of the
most outreached kids in the State are involved in home-based care. So John and LaShonda and the
other Council members really wanted to close one of those gaps and really make an impact on that.
So what was envisioned is creating an online training module that was specifically crafted for familybased providers, that they could use in their home, on their time, and we would hopefully be
improving quality. So the Council partnered with researchers from the Children’s Learning Institute and
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we based our model of intervention off of something called PALS, which is Play and Learn Strategies.
And this is really an intervention for parenting, but when we started really thinking about it and the
Council interacting on it, we found more similarities in family-based home with parenting strategies
than we do with traditional center-based child care centers, in the sense that they have mixed groups,
mixed ages, it’s in the home, and the sort of pathway to that profession isn’t always the same way that
it is in centers, so based it on that.
And what was created was a very large 20-hour module for training on all the different domains of
development, on responsive care giving, and how to even engage different groups. And it’s a very
accessible online platform. It’s much like you would experience Blackboard, if you are in higher ed, very
affordable and very usable. It comes with videos, audio recordings, downloadable tasks, but then also
the interactive development that assesses for knowledge, just as you’re paying attention as a user.
Now, this is where it gets complicated; the Council funded the creation of this, but also funded the
study to see how effective it was. And so we funded a randomized control trial, which to our
knowledge is the only randomized control trial of family-based child care intervention ever. And so we
created a three-cohort study with a group that was not getting the intervention, a group that was just
getting access to the module, and then a group that was getting access to the module with a mentoring
relationship. And we’re currently in the process of conducting that research and collecting that data.
And then also not investing in the data system, as I’ve talked about earlier, saved us some money so
we were able to build the entire thing in Spanish as well, so we’re very excited about that, and we’re
also doing a randomized control trial in Spanish as well.
And then the last thing I want to talk about—oh, and sustainability with regards to this is, this is ideally
going to be housed in the Head Start Collaboration Office and we intend to open it up for access for a
nominal fee, if not any at all, we still have to figure out how much administration needs to be done,
but this should live on forever through the Head Start Collaboration Office. And then finally, the Texas
Early Childhood Professional Development System is a significant thing that the Early Learning Council
has been a part of. The system has always existed, but it has lacked certain components that have
always been on the agenda, but never have the resources to get done. So what the Council
participated in, if you look at that first column there that says Components, we’ve really thrown a lot of
weight towards getting those components done.
Today, if you follow us on LISTSERV, we published new core competencies for practitioners and
administrators. We’ve created a new career ladder for the State of Texas. We are currently studying
how to create a better higher education articulation agreement so that we will have a better pathway
from training to junior college to higher ed to practice. But then we’re also creating an actual online
registry that I’m sure many of the States listening online have already. Texas did not have this. We have
a trainer registry, but it was not online. We currently just finished the business requirements for an
online system and we’ll be releasing that RFP very, very, very soon. And the sustainability of this
system, this will be housed also in the Head Start Collaboration Office, but this already has its own staff
person, and we hope that through the usage of the trainers registering and different workers
registering and administrators registering for a nominal fee this will be a self-sustaining system that will
live on well, well, well past the SAC grants. Like I’ve said, we accomplished a lot of other things and we
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still are in the process of accomplishing other things, but I wanted to hit the highlights given the
amount of time. So thank you very much for listening and I look forward to your questions at the end!
Ngozi Onunaku: Thanks very much Don! So we’re going to move forward to the New York State
presentation and the co-presenters will be Bob Frawley and Sherry Cleary.
Bob Frawley: Good afternoon! I’m Bob Frawley and I have the privilege of co-chairing New York’s Early
Childhood Advisory Council with Sherry Cleary, who will also be presenting with me today. We’re really
happy to provide a quick overview of our work and accomplishments here in New York and answer any
of your questions. Sherry is going to talk a little bit more about the impact of the State Advisory Council
Initiative, but I wanted to say right upfront that it’s been a significant impetus for moving our early
childhood systems building efforts forward.
During the period when the Head Start Reauthorization Act was moving through Congress with
requirement to establish the State Advisory Councils, in New York State the Governor’s Office and the
Commissioners of the our State Health Education and Human Service agencies were working together
and determined that a priority activity for their work going forward should be billing the system of
comprehensive support and services for young children and their families. So they designated that the
agency that I worked for, the Council on Children and Families—I’m actually up one slide, here is where
I’m supposed to be—the agency that I work for, the Council on Children and Families, should take the
lead in this effort.
The Council coordinates with 12 State health education human service agencies in New York State with
the objective of creating a more effective and efficient service delivery system for children and
families. We’ve been involved in early childhood issues since the late 1980s. If you think of the Council,
the Council is very similar to many other States that have children’s cabinets or commissions. I think
the unique thing about the Council on Children and Families is that we also have a staff of about 20
that essentially serve as the cross-systems coordination infrastructure for the State. In addition to
leading the State Advisory Council Initiative, the Council also serves as the host agency for the Head
Start Collaboration Project, the Early Childhood Comprehensive Systems Initiative, and Project Launch.
So it’s this infrastructure that helped us build the kinds of relationships we needed and then provided
the staff support that we used to establish the ECAC and really hit the ground running. We established
the ECAC as a public/private partnership. As Deputy Director of the Council on Children and Families, I
serve as the public sector co-chair and then Sherry, who is the Director of the New York Early
Childhood Professional Development Institute, serves as the private sector co-chair.
You ever heard of a large Council? We have 50 members, all with a wide range of early childhood
expertise and representing public agencies, both at the State level and New York City and counties
across the State. And then we have people representing private, not-for-profit professional
associations; advocacy organizations; higher ed unions; and foundations. Very early on in the
development of the ECAC we established a vision that represented our cross-systems approach and we
also agreed to mission statements and guiding principles. We were kind of fortunate in that just prior
to establishing the ECAC, the Governor’s Office and the Commissioners had signed off on our Early
Childhood Comprehensive Systems Plan, so we were able to move almost immediately towards
implementation. We did as an ECAC sit down with the ECCS plan and develop a strategic planning
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document that with a little tweaking essentially collapsed our 50-page Early Childhood Comprehensive
Systems plan into a 4-page document. Both the ECAC Strategic Plan and our Early Childhood
Comprehensive Services Plan were divided into four focus areas: Healthy Children, Early Learning,
Strong Families, Coordinated and Responsive Systems, and we’ll talk about our work in these four
areas moving forward.
First I just want to say that to carry out our work we established six workgroups, as you can see there.
All the workgroups are staffed and they include members from the general community in addition to
Council members. In the Healthy Children focus area, we essentially have four major activities. We’re
developing resources for making evidence-based training and consultation more available to support
the wide range of health, mental health, and early learning professionals meet the social-emotional
development needs of young children. We’re implementing several strategies to ensure that all young
children receive routine developmental screening. We’re seeking to prevent obesity and support
healthy lifestyles. And we’re doing this through including relevant standards into our QRIS. We’re
working to increase participation in the Child and Adult Care Food Program. And we’re also looking to
increase the number of breastfeeding family centers in the State. And then finally, we’re working to
strengthen our network of child care health consultants. So now I’m going to turn the presentation
over to Sherry and she’s going to talk about our work in the Early Learning focus area.
Sherry Cleary: Thanks Bob! So in the Early Learning area there are two specific goal areas or workgroup
areas; one is Quality Improvement; the other is Workforce Development. I’m going to talk about both
of them. I’ll start with Quality Improvement first. The slide you see before you highlights
QUALITYstarsNY, which is New York’s very new Quality Rating and Improvement System. And I would
say that New York is a true latecomer to the QRIS work, and for a long time we felt very badly about
that until we realized what an advantage it was. So we’ve learned from all of your trials and
tribulations and we thank you dramatically for that. We designed a QRIS system right before there was
an ECAC and we used some ARRA funds to do a field test and really test out our functions, and we took
those findings and made revisions and looked at ways to support an initial implementation, and then
used ECAC funds, staff, support to raise additional funds and to launch an implementation.
Our focus is on learning environment, family engagement, workforce qualifications, and experience,
and we look at management and leadership. It’s a five-star system that’s open to all regulated
programs in the State of New York, and so that includes Head Start Child Care, school-based preK,
center-based preK, and family child care. And we’re in the very beginning phases of implementation, so
we currently have invited 450 participants into the system and so we’re up and running. The ECAC then
submitted a proposal to the Governor, not yet funded, but we’re optimistic that over time we’ll be able
to identify some significant public dollars to support it. And so that’s just one example of where we’ve
leveraged ECAC funds to create policy and impact practice.
Another thing that’s very new that we haven’t spent a lot of time talking about just yet is the fact that
the ECAC is also in the Early Learning and Quality Improvement goal looking at establishing a common
metric. So I’ll only say this that City agencies in New York City generated this idea and the State has
since joined the City agencies through the ECAC to really envision how to create a common metric,
which is—instead of—for the moment a kindergarten entry assessment, but would enable preschool
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teachers to use the research-based assessments they’re currently familiar with to assess their children
and to guide curriculum planning and instruction. But all of those assessments would feed into a
common metric, giving those of us in the policy world a window into how we’re doing, what needs to
change, etcetera.
So then the next focus of our Early Learning is certainly on workforce, and to that end we’ve created
something that we call New York Works for Children. It’s a system that I’ll actually show you a picture
of later, but for the moment, just quickly, we’ve used our ECAC support to create a competency-based
core body of knowledge that we have now distributed to every—we’ve published it and we’ve
distributed it to every licensed center in the State and we sent it to every faculty member in the State
of New York in early childhood, with the expectation that they would use those competencies to revise
their course design outlines and to impact the way they do field experience in their teacher
preparation programs, and the way that they evaluate students that are getting ready to graduate
from their teacher preparation programs.
We too have developed early learning guidelines. They span first to age 5 and they are aligned with our
New York State’s PreK Foundation for the Common Core. Our PreK Foundation for the Common Core
spans all the domains, and so we saw it as imperative that we create a document, a companion
document that not only looked at ZERO TO THREE, but actually crossed over through age 5. We
established a Workforce Registry known as ASPIRE, and this is designed to really look at all aspects of
our workforce: qualifications, experience, education. And then we developed a Trainer’s Credential,
and then of course the Trainer’s Registry is part of the Workforce Registry. We have a couple of
initiatives looking at higher ed. We have in New York the good fortune of some very functional
articulation agreements. We wanted to use our ECAC money to go further, and so we are piloting a
public higher ed community partnership activity where we’re going to be working with two higher ed
institutions in the State to develop [ ] further relationships with their communities and to take some
responsibility for new paradigms in professional development. And we’re curious about credit-bearing
professional development, we’re thinking about onsite coaching and mentoring. So that’s all taking
place. And we’re about to do a statewide survey of all of the early childhood education programs in
higher ed to look for areas of opportunities there. Bob, I’m going to turn it back over to you for the
next slide.
Bob Frawley: Okay. So in the Strong Families focus area we’re seeking to strengthen family
engagement practices and policies. And one of the things we’re doing is implementing a statewide
Parent Café Initiative. We’re also working closely with an existing group, the New York State Parenting
Education Partnership to expand evidenced-based parenting education statewide, and through that
initiative we’re developing a Parenting Educator Credential. We’re providing parenting educator
training and we’re developing a Parenting Guide and a New Parent Kit. We’re working with another
existing group to develop a comprehensive home visiting system. So I’m going to turn it back to Sherry
for the last focus area.
Sherry Cleary: Thank you! So you see this big focus area about Coordinated and Responsive Systems
always sounds a lot easier than it really is, and we’ve taken a lot of specific steps to operationalize
what this really means for us in New York. And so we have developed a plan for a comprehensive early
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childhood data system. Of course it will take much more money than is available through ECAC’s
funding, but we—this has earned us a lot of credibility in the State and people are clearly wanting to
partner with us to realize this, we just have to—it’s going to take a little bit longer. Something that we
have completed is a very impressive cost estimation model with a return on investment component
and we think that this is going to serve us really well if we start to introduce more and more of the
components of our system building. And clearly we’ve looked at financing strategies. I think we always
look at financing strategies.
We were instrumental in putting together a white paper on Social Impact Bonds for the Governor’s
Office so that they could consider that concept in a very comprehensive way. And then I would
mention that we operationalized this in our daily work; our Strong Families and Healthy Development
Workgroups are very, very active in our Quality Rating and Improvement System. Our Social and
Emotional Support Subgroup is very engaged with our Workforce Development Workgroup. So there’s
a lot of ways that we try to move the system forward to be integral and one of the most recent
powerful examples of the effect of the ECAC on systems was in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy. In
order to coordinate the efforts to understand the depth of the impact and to marshal all the available
resources to respond to the early childhood needs that precipitated from the storm, the ECAC had a
pivotal role. The relationships that we’ve made over the last 2½ years were key in helping State
agencies be very, very nimble in their response, and it was just a great thing to see in action.
So this last slide is an approach to talking about sustainability that we felt might be helpful and
interesting to those of you that are on the phone, because it’s a tangible example. So what you see is
our Workforce Development System that we built through the support of the ECAC, and all the
components in the rectangular boxes are either already now built over the last 2½ years or in process.
So as an example, the Career Ladder is completed, and some of the things that you see in the circles
are completed. And one of the things that we realized was that there might not be a refunding of
ECACs, and so what we did, not unlike Texas, was we built the things or the components that would
live with or without funding, so that we could have the peace of mind that we have built infrastructure
pieces that could live on.
Now, I guess what I would say is that with continued funding, either from similar sources or new
sources, we would be able to continue the momentum of this work in dramatic fashion, and we worry
sometimes that this momentum would be slower without new or renewed funding. But I guess in
closing what I would say is that this Federal funding empowered our members and provided a neutral
place for individuals and agencies to innovate and collaborate, and it also went a very long way to
mitigate barriers, territory turf. And people have really embraced their responsibility for New York’s
success in making early childhood a priority. And I think Bob and I both see that the sustainability,
while it depends dramatically on more funding, it also is dependent on these relationships that have
been established and really are embedded in the fabric of the State now. Thanks!
Ngozi Onunaku: Okay, thank you so much Sherry and Bob! So now we’re going to have the last State
presentation from Jada Rupley and Heidi McGowan from Oregon.
Jada Rupley: Good afternoon everyone! This is Jada Rupley and joining me is Heidi McGowan and
we’re glad to be a part of this from the State of Oregon. And we chose to focus on a couple of different
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elements and we have much more going on. As you heard from both Texas and New York, there’s very
exciting initiatives going forward with the Council. So if we can advance to the next slide. What we
have is Governor Kitzhaber elected with the health and education reform agenda. And his vision was
by 2025 that we would have 40 percent of Oregonians that would have had earned a bachelor’s degree
or higher; 40 percent of Oregonians will have earned an associate’s degree or postsecondary
credential; and 20 percent of Oregonians will have earned a high school diploma or its equivalent.
And if you look at that in the next slide as we go to the vision and focus, what that actually looks at the
creation of the Early Learning Council is we have created an Early Learning Council for Oregon that
serves both as the State Advisory Council on Early Childhood Education and Care, as well as the Head
Start Advisory. We looked at part of the creation of a birth to 20 education platform and there were
significant amounts of State reorganization to be able to look at that in a single department, as well as
looking at how we work out within the State. So as part of that birth to 20 education reform we look at
children ready for kindergarten, we look at children that are raised in stable and attached families,
because what we know is that being ready for kindergarten is extremely important, but you have to
address the needs of families up to this. And then also what you’ll see is we have integrated systems
that some new approaches are in process to be able to do. And so now we’re going to go to talk about
our Results to Highlight, and we have three slides to be able to do that. And Heidi McGowan is going to
take this from here.
Heidi McGowan: Thank you Jada! We’re just going to touch on just a few highlights happening here in
Oregon. The Kindergarten Readiness Assessment is a real high priority for our Governor, who is
interested in data on children entering kindergarten and how we’re doing as a State and how our
children are doing. As I think was shared in the last presentation about Oregon is that in legislation last
year, the legislature directed the Department of Ed and the Early Learning Council to jointly develop
and implement a Kindergarten Readiness Assessment. The Council in July selected a composite
approach that would give us a snapshot of a child entering kindergarten. This was piloted this past fall
in 16 schools and diverse settings: urban, rural, and various ethnicity groups and income levels. And we
now are refining our process based upon a process evaluation that will be rolled out statewide in fall of
2014. Currently we are embedding this into our K–12 assessment system and the Department of
Education State Board will actually be looking at this tomorrow to look at adoption into administrative
rules. So the Kindergarten Readiness Assessment is an accomplishment we feel proud of and the
Governor is watching this closely.
A next area is the Tiered Quality Rating and Improvement System. We currently—this initiative is a
culmination of quality improvement initiatives for all early learning and development programs in
Oregon. It also builds upon a rating and improvement system that, in the last 3 to 4 years, we’ve been
collecting data on research-based indicators in all of our early learning and development programs,
including family child care and center programs. And so our TQRIS will be launching this January
actually, as we speak. We currently have developed standards that are appropriate for family child care
centers as well as Head Start or preK. And our goal this coming year, in 2013, is that 250 programs will
be on our TQRIS and then it will roll out statewide in 2014. We are very grateful for the support of the
Race to the Top – Early Learning Challenge that will help us expand this at a rate that we probably
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wouldn’t be expanding at. So those are two areas to highlight. And then the next area on the next slide
just relates to Legislation.
Last year House Bill 4165 not only included the Kindergarten Readiness Assessment and the TQRIS and
the work of the Early Learning Council, but it also did some consolidation at Sunset 3 Commissions and
Councils and combined them into the Early Learning Council; Head Start Advisory Board was one of
those and the Early Learning Council now is the governing body for all early learning programs. It also
developed a design for community-based coordinators of early learning services and asked the Early
Learning Council to design a new local model or regional model that Jada will touch on here just briefly.
The Council was asked to identify functions, criteria of an RFP, and then would report back to the
legislature here in 2013, starting up in a couple of weeks. I’ll pass it back to Jada who can carry that
forward.
Jada Rupley: In part of the legislation we are talking about the Community-Based Coordinators of Early
Learning Services and that has been shortened to the Hubs, and there has been a workgroup ongoing
being able to look at those ways that we might align services for children and families with family at
the top of the focus as well as children. And we often find that sometimes while programs, or this
patchwork of programs all offering good services, sometimes there is duplication that goes on because
of the fact that people have different guidelines that they look at. So for example, you could end up
with multiple home visitors going into the home for various reasons and could we not look at a way to
do a community-based model that might be able to address more children, because we know that
there are more children and families than we have programs to be able to serve.
So as we looked at implementing our vision by integrating and bringing child services together for
communities, we’re looking at how we connect health. And one of the other initiatives that Governor
Kitzhaber had was to look at how to do a coordinated care model for the healthcare system, which has
just implemented 14, what they call CCOs. And so how can we tie to a coordinated care system as well
as moving this in to the early learning? We are in the process right now of going back for a second
session looking at kind of refining that legislation, but there’s some tremendous findings that have
come out of these community workgroups. To be able to look at that we would basically ensure
services across the States, that they will start beginning in the—part of the end of 2013, beginning of
2014, and they will self-identify in the statewide RFA to be able to look at what areas to cover and
what services.
So the two beginning things that we’re looking for is that they would take their outcomes and they will
become an outcomes that all programs will measure within this defined community, as well as publish
their budgets together so that there would be a comprehensive children’s budget for children birth to
six. The idea behind that is, if you look at the resources oftentimes probably in all of our States our
resources go through various departments, various subcommittees in the legislature and when you
take a look at a comprehensive children’s budget, like other States have done, it’s an amazing exercise
for folks to look to say, oh, my goodness, let’s see how we can do these things better. So that’s the
process that we’re looking at.
We look at rolling out the RFA process at the end of this legislation. We suspect that, that will probably
be around May with communities in the process of building that right now. We did a series of forms
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around the State and feel like the community conversations are probably things that some folks have
never talked together before and they’re looking at different ways of providing services. So we’re
excited to see the outcomes that will move forward with that one.
And then finally, if we look at the results of the 2013—next slide—like I said, there is finishing
legislation to be able to look at, that will be an Early Learning Division in the Department of Education
rather than a separate department, as well as working out in terms of governance and the integration
of State delivery systems. So the area that we want to make sure to look at is that communities will
work together in that defined geographic area, they will create strategies to improve outcomes, reduce
duplication, and increase coordination so that children are ready for kindergarten. And the assessment
at the end of that would be, as Heidi just talked about, is the Assessment for Kindergarten will give us
the chance to look forward for third grade reading, as well as do a look back to see how we can better
serve some of those communities with children. And then all State-funded services will coordinate the
outcomes through an analysis of that children’s budget. So with that, and the next slide, what we’d like
to say is thank you very much for including us in this presentation and we look forward to questions!
Thank you!
Ngozi Onunaku: Okay, so we’re going to go ahead and turn over to the Q&A portion. We did get a few
questions that came in, so I’ll just read the question, and if it’s for ACF, we’ll answer it, and if it’s for
one of the presenters, we’ll turn it over to the appropriate presenter.
So the first question is, with only 40 percent of SAC funds spent to date, can ACF redistribute funds?
And so the answer is no. As you may remember, these are recovery dollars. So any recovery dollars
that do not get spent do not come back to HHS. They actually go to the Department of Treasury, so
they are gone forever. So with that we encourage you to spend your SAC funds within your allotted
time period.
And so this next question is a good segue for your allotted time period, so the question is, remind us of
the obligation date and the liquidation date? So you all have different dates for your project period. So
your obligation date is the end of your project date. So if your project period ends May 31, that is when
all services and all goods must be completed. And then regarding liquidations, you have 90 days after
that to pay out any final invoices. So activities and services should not happen during this 90-day
period. This is just paying of final invoices, completing your final report. And you’ll be receiving more
guidance through our Office of Grants Management on that as your end date comes up.
The third question is, can you get the raw data, and I’m assuming that’s on some of the data that I
presented earlier was who’s gotten what kind of participation, and that will be included in the report.
There’s also a question about, did we include States who declined the SAC funds, and the answer is no,
we did not include those in the report and in the data that’s presented. This is just those States who
accepted the federal fund.
Next question we got is, can you comment on possible future funding? I’m going to turn to Linda to
answer that question.
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Linda Smith: Well, I think that there is—it’s a really hard question to answer, number one, and I think
that the real answer is that I think the execution rate right now is working against any efforts that we
might try to do here at ACF in several levels, because the low execution rate being less than 50 percent
more than halfway into this is problematic for us, and it doesn’t help us justify anything moving
forward. So I think the short answer is probably not. Right now we’re interested in the work continuing
and certainly this webinar and the report is going to help us with that, but I think we’re very focused
right now in getting that execution rate up and getting the money spent on projects like you’ve just
seen. That would help us in anything that we might want to put forward in the future.
Ngozi Onunaku: The next question we received is, can we obtain a copy of the BEECH Random Control
Trial Setting? So Don, that’s for you.
Don Titcombe: Sure! Well, yes and no. No in the short term, because the study will actually—once all
the data is collected, the study will probably come out next year. But like any other study it will be
submitted to journals and such for publication. But if you—whoever was that asked me that or put that
question out, please feel free to follow up with me and I can definitely put you in contact with the
actual researchers who are the principal investigators on it and perhaps they can share information
with you as it develops.
Ngozi Onunaku: Thanks Don! So we’ve got another question that reads, can Oregon share who they
worked with to develop the Kindergarten Readiness Assessment? Yeah, so that’s for Jada or Heidi.
Well, they might be muted, so whoever asked the question if you want to send it to me, this is Ngozi, if
you want to send it to me I can be sure to get it to Jada and Heidi and make sure that you get a
response. So lost connectivity. Okay, so they said yes, they can share but they lost connectivity. So if
you could email me I’ll be sure to get it to them.
Okay, the next question is, to date are we working with libraries? So there are a couple of answers—is
that, we did issue an information memorandum earlier last year to talk about the different ways that
we can work with libraries. So if there are some of you who have not received that, we’re happy to
recirculate that again. The other thing is that we’ve become aware that the Institute of Museum and
Library Sciences are getting geared up to work on the campaign for grade-level reading and may have
some early childhood grants to offer, so that may be another really important place of synergy. The
other point that you should know is that we have a meeting with the IMLS group next week just to talk
about some of these issues exactly, so I would imagine that some more ideas will come from that
meeting and we’ll be sharing those with you shortly. So yes, it’s on our mind and I think we’re looking
for different ways to continue to work with the libraries. And those are all the questions. Oh, wait,
there’s another. Okay, so we’ll—
Don Titcombe: Ngozi, I actually had a question, this is Don, I know I’m violating the rules, but I—
Ngozi Onunaku: No, no, it’s totally fine Don, go for it.
Don Titcombe: With regards to the spending, I think the thing that’s tripped us up the most is not
necessarily not having the things suspended on and stuff like that, it’s sort of the confusion around,
well, we know we’ve changed our mind about this, we know we can spend a lot of money, but first
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we’ve got to get approval and stuff like that. I know that the nature of these grants is a little bit
different than most of the grants I’ve ever worked with, with regards to the ease and how the budgets
are written to be flexible. I am wondering if there’s anything that can be done at ACF to allow us to
have more flexibility getting things spent quick, I don’t know how to say it, but like more allowance to
make decisions very quickly that are in the interest of spending the money faster. Does that make
sense?
Ngozi Onunaku: Yeah, sure, and I’ll say this, this may not answer your question completely, Don, but
I—because of our concern—I mean, and we understand what all of those challenges were in the
beginning in starting up and why there were delays, so we totally get that. One of the things that we’re
doing looking ahead and moving forward is to have a discussion with each State and to ask each State
to make a projection about what they think their expenditures will be starting now, all the way through
the end of their grant. So I think that will be a good forum for us to hear about any need, budget
revisions you might have coming down the pike, so that we can be prepared for them and we can have
a better sense of what to expect expenditure-wise.
Don Titcombe: Okay.
Ngozi Onunaku: So I think that’s all of our questions.
Linda Smith: Okay. Well, this is Linda again and I just want to thank Ngozi and the crew here for putting
this together, especially to Texas, New York, and Oregon for their presentations. They were very, very
informative and we were all sitting there just telling them with some of what we were actually
learning. I know that there are many other States with lessons learned and as we get them we’ll
continue to try and share what we learn. I think one of the things that we were asking ourselves is how
can we make linkages to some of the various products that have been put together and we will work
on doing that in terms of getting you access to some of the materials.
So with that, I think that we’re in good shape. I want to stress again that we’re going to be putting the
slides from this presentation on our website and Ngozi will be getting the information out to you on
where that will be. The report should be out shortly. It’s in the final layout stages right now. And I
guess in closing, thank you to everyone out there in the States who have worked so hard on these
State Advisory Councils! I think you’re going to be really happy when you see the report, because I
think it really bespeaks the work that has gone into this over the last couple of years. So we’re very
proud of it and all that you’ve done and let us know how we can help. We stand by in any way we can
to help you close these grants out and get the maximum out of them. So thank you everyone!
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